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Abstract

Skin segmentation is a challenging task due to sev-
eral influences such as, for example, unknown lighting
conditions, skin colored background, and camera lim-
itations. A lot of skin segmentation approaches were
proposed in the past including adaptive (in the sense
of updating the skin color online) and non-adaptive
approaches. In this paper, we compare three differ-
ent skin segmentation approaches. The first is a well-
known non-adaptive approach. It is based on a sim-
ple, pre-computed skin color distribution. Methods
two and three adaptively estimate the skin color in
each frame utilizing clustering algorithms. The second
approach uses a hierarchical clustering for a simulta-
neous image and color space segmentation, while the
third approach is a pure color space clustering, but
with a more sophisticated clustering approach.

For evaluation, we compared the segmentation re-
sults of the approaches against a ground truth dataset.
To obtain the ground truth dataset, we labeled about
500 images captured under various conditions.
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1 Introduction

Skin color is an important and powerful feature for
several applications, e.g. image classification (decide
if human beings are found in the image or not), face
detection, and hand pose estimation. To detect the
skin color in images, a lot of approaches have been
proposed.1 Basically, all approaches try to learn the
skin color, and then use the distribution to classify the
images. Most approaches perform the classification
independently to each pixel because of its low compu-
tation time. The most challenging task is to learn the
skin color distribution due to its dependence on a lot
of parameters like ethnicity, illumination conditions,
and camera limitation (limited dynamic range, color
distortion, and so forth). Furthermore, skin color is of-
ten also found in the background, which yields a lot of
clutter in the segmentation result.

Skin segmentation approaches can be classified into
adaptive and non-adaptive methods. Non-adaptive
methods learn the skin color distribution offline. Dur-
ing tracking, this distribution is used for classification.
Such approaches have the main problem that they have
a low segmentation quality under varying conditions.
Adaptive methods try to overcome this problem by up-
dating the distribution online.

The segmentation quality is crucial for example for
hand and face tracking approaches which often use the
segmentation foreground as silhouette. Thus, the bet-
ter the segmentation results are, the faster and more
reliable the tracking will work. For this reason, we
want to evaluate and compare three different skin seg-
mentation approaches which we expect to work well
for tracking purposes.

1The most often used term for this task are skin detection and
skin segmentation.
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Our first candidate is a well-known skin segmen-
tation approach proposed by Rehg and Jones [JR02].
The approach uses skin and background color distribu-
tions to classify the image pixel-wise as skin and non-
skin. The color distributions are learned offline. Con-
sequently, the approach is non-adaptive and does not
perform well under non-static conditions, e.g. illumi-
nation changes. Our second candidate [MZ07] formu-
lates the segmentation as a combined image and color
space clustering. Basically, the result is an image seg-
mentation. Each image region is then classified as skin
or non-skin by utilizing a precomputed training vector.

Our third candidate is a modification of [MZ07]. We
will explain the modifications in detail in Section 3.
We expected the modifications to achieve better seg-
mentation results. This was another motivation for this
work.

For evaluation, we compared the approaches against
each other using eleven different skin thresholds to re-
veal the relations between the false positives and false
negatives generated by all approaches. False posi-
tives are background pixels that are falsely classified
as foreground, and false negatives are skin pixels that
are falsely classified as background. The segmenta-
tion results are visually plotted as color coded images.
We also count the number of correctly and incorrectly
classified skin pixels and discuss the results using re-
ceiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves. Next,
we interpret the curves, analyze certain characteristics
of the approaches, and compare their results.

2 Related Work

A lot of segmentation approaches have been proposed.
Two kind of methods are graph cutting and color space
clustering. Graph cutting methods use the images as
weighted graphs and map segmentation to graph cut-
ting with specific cost functions. The color space clus-
tering methods segment images using models in color
space.

The approach of Rital and Miguet [SRM05] used a
multilevel hypergraph. They segmented gray level im-
ages with regards to its performance on noisy images.
As examples for color space clustering approaches,
Zhang [ZW00] presented a k-mean clustering in the
HSI (hue, saturation and intensity) color space for ap-
plication to medical images. Kim and Lee [DWKL04]
introduced a initialization scheme for fuzzy c-means
clustering. Using reference colors to calculate domi-

nant color; defined as most distinguishable colors. The
initial centroids were selected from the colors closest
to the dominant colors.

Rehg and Jones [JR02] proposed a skin detection
approach that utilizes a histogram-based and mixture
model representation of skin and non-skin color. Color
models for skin and non-skin classes were constructed
from a dataset of one billion hand labeled pixels. With
large training data this histogram based representation
is superior. With small training data the mixture model
provide better segmentation results. The approach pro-
vides a detection rate of 80% for web images. The in-
flexibility of a static color model is a disadvantage that
could yield less performance on images with different
conditions than their training data set. To obtain new
estimations of the color distribution during run-time,
Sigal et al. [SSA00] updated the skin color using the
segmentation result of the previous frame after some
post-processing (e.g. morphological filter for noise re-
duction, hole filling, and erasing small isolated skin
colored regions). The drawback of this approach is
that the skin color estimate converges to background
color if the initial estimation is not of high quality.

Another way to robustly learn the skin color is to
re-estimate the skin color for each frame by applying
an image segmentation and then classifying the image
regions as skin and non-skin. [ADN04] improved skin
detection by a variational EM algorithm with spatial
constraints. For initialization, they used the skin color
model of [JR02].

The Berkeley segmentation dataset and benchmark
[MFTM01] provides a large set of ground truth data.
It can be used for different segmentation approaches,
resulting in a growing database of comparable bench-
mark results. For the benchmark, results of differ-
ent thresholds are gathered and used to generate a
precision-recall curve.

A survey by Vezhnevets et al. [VSA03] examined
several pixel-based skin detection approaches. They
analyzed and compared their characteristics and pro-
vide an overview of all approaches and how well they
are suited for several applications.

A survey by Kakumanu et al. [KMB07] presented,
evaluated and compared various candidates for three
aspects concerning skin color detection. These as-
pects were the chosen color space (for example RGB,
HSI and YUV), skin color classifier (for example
histogram-based approaches, gaussian mixture models
and artificial neural networks) and possible illumina-
tion adaption approaches (for example gray world ap-
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proaches) which reduce problems with bad illumina-
tion conditions. The survey serves as a good overview
for developers of new skin detection approaches, pre-
senting a wide variety of methods that could be used.

In contrast to previous work, our goal is to evaluate
and compare skin detection approaches for application
to human hand tracking under various conditions e.g.
skin colored background, bad illumination, and over-
and underexposured skin. For this reason, we generate
new ground truth datasets that fulfill these conditions.

In the following section, we will first give a short
overview of the approaches we want to evaluate and
compare against each other, and in the next section
we will describe our ground truth dataset and the test
setup.

3 Skin Segmentation Approaches

The first skin segmentation approach uses a static color
model. In contrast, the other two approaches we eval-
uate, learn the skin color online. The main difference
between method two and three is the way, the skin
color is learned.

3.1 RehgJones

The first approach was proposed by Rehg and Jones
[JR02], which we will denote in this paper as Re-
hgJones. They used a huge hand-segmented image
database from the internet. With this database a color
distribution was trained and represented as 3D his-
tograms. The approach then used the histograms to
classify pixels as skin or non-skin.

First, they used a 3D color histograms with 2563

bins. They tested different numbers of bins for the
color distribution representation. It turned out that
32 bins per channel yield the best segmentation re-
sult. They also tested a Gaussian mixture model for
skin color representation, but the segmentation result
is worse compared to the histogram representation.

Based on the histograms counting the color values
of manually labeled skin s[rgb] and background n[rgb]
the probability of a color rgb to belong to skin or back-
ground can be computed by

P (rgb|skin) =
s[rgb]

Ts
(1)

P (rgb|¬skin) =
n[rgb]

Tn
(2)

The normalization factors Ts and Tn contain the total
number of color pixel counts in the skin- and back-
ground histograms.

The final probability Pskin of a color pixel to be skin
can be computed by the ratio of a pixel to be found in
skin regions and background regions:

Pskin(rgb) =
P (skin|rgb)
P (¬skin|rgb)

(3)

=
P (rgb|skin)P (skin)

P (rgb|¬skin)P (¬skin)
(4)

[JR02] proposed to choose

P (skin) =
Ts

Ts + Tn
(5)

and, of course, P (¬skin) = 1− P (skin). If a binary
classification is necessary, a color value is classified as
skin if

Pskin(rgb) > τ (6)

In our experiments, we use a value θ (defined in Sec.
4.2) similar to τ , but we ensure that θ is normalized
to [0, 1] for the sake of comparability to the other ap-
proaches.

3.2 HybridClustering

The second approach was developed by Mohr and
Zachmann [MZ07], which we will denote as Hybrid-
Clustering. The approach formulates the segmenta-
tion as a combined color and image space clustering.
To compute the clusters, the expectation maximiza-
tion (EM) algorithm [Bil97] is utilized. In each EM
step, first, the clustering is applied to the pixels in
color space, and then the pixel-to-cluster correspon-
dence modified by an image space neighborhood con-
dition. Each cluster represents a homogeneous colored
image region. The regions are classified as skin and
non-skin based on a precomputed training vector.

To reduce the number of isolated pixels or very
small regions in image space, the approach uses a spa-
tial constraint to modify the corresponding pixel prob-
abilities during the clustering process appropriately.
First, edges are extracted using the Laplace edge fil-
ter, and second, an edge distance map is computed us-
ing the inverse distance weighted edge intensities in a
local neighborhood.

The idea behind the smoothing is that pixels in a lo-
cal neighborhood without edges belong to the same
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(a) Input image (b) Result of a clustering (c) Edge image

Figure 1: We use three different quality measures to determine the optimal number of clusters an image (a) has
to be split into. The first two quality measures are based on the re-projection of the clustering result to image
space. Image (b) shows an example: each individual color represents a cluster id. While the first measure
uses the border length itself between the individual clusters, the second approach measures the average edge
response (c) at the cluster borders. The third quality measure tests the closeness of the color pixels to the cluster
centers in color space.

object in the image, and thus, should belong to the
same image cluster (in color space). Thus, in such re-
gions, the pixel-to-cluster probabilities are smoothed.
This leads to the following smoothing operation

pn(xi|Σi) = D(xi)p(xi|Σj) + (1−D(xi))p̄(xi|Σj)
(7)

where D(xi) is the edge distance image, Σj are the
parameters (mean and covariance matrix) of cluster j,
p(xi|Σi) is the probability that xi belongs to cluster j
and p̄(xi|Σi) is the average probability that all pixels
in the neighborhood of xi belong to cluster j.

To determine the “best” number of clusters, they
have chosen to use a divisive clustering approach be-
cause divisive clustering allows to early skip clusters
with too low a skin probability, which can significantly
reduce the computation time. By contrast, agglomer-
ative clustering approaches would not allow to save
computation time as described above. The stopping
criterion for a further subdivision during the divisive
clustering is based on the edge distance map. The
fewer edges on the cluster borders in image space are
found, the lower the probability that the subdivision
guided by the clustering cuts two distinct image ob-
jects.

3.3 NeuralGasColorClustering

The third approach is an adaptation of [MZ07], which
we will denote as NeuralGasColorClustering. We

have developed it to reveal the influence of the clus-
tering approach to the final segmentation quality. For
this purpose, we replaced the EM algorithm by the ma-
trix neural gas (MNG) method [AH10]. The main ad-
vantage of MNG is that it is much more robust w.r.t.
initialization. Thus, the approach more often con-
verges to the global maximum compared to the EM
algorithm. To keep this nice property, we have not ap-
plied image space smoothing as is done in [MZ07].
Furthermore, we have replaced the way to determine
the number of clusters that performs best: whereas
[MZ07] uses a hierarchical subdivision, we tested sev-
eral numbers of clusters and chose the best one, i.e.
first, we cluster the image into k = 2 clusters, then we
evaluate the quality of the result, and then use k = 3
clusters and so forth.

In order to determine the best number of clusters,
we need a measure to compute the quality of the clus-
tering result. We tested three different quality mea-
sures.

We use the following notations to explain the quality
measures:

• I denotes the original input image. An example is
shown in Fig. 1a.

• E denotes the edge intensity image of the original
image. An example is shown in Fig. 1c.

• µi and Σi are the cluster mean value and covari-
ance matrix for cluster i, obtained by applying
MNG to the input image I
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Tag Description
SetA, SetI , SetN complex BG, bad illumination
SetB , SetC , SetG, SetH , SetJ , SetK , SetL simple BG, good illumination
SetD, SetE , SetF simple BG, bad illumination
SetM , SetO complex BG, good illumination

Table 1: An overview of our ground truth datasets. We captured image sequences under different illumination
conditions and with simple and complex background including skin colored background.

Algorithm 1: BorderLength(C)
Input: cluster image C
Output: cluster quality measure Q
borderLength = 0 foreach x ∈ C do

if ∃y ∈ N (x): C(x) 6= C(y) then
borderLength+=1

normalizedBL = borderLength
size(C) Q = 1-normalizedBL

• C is a mapping function from an image pixel to
the corresponding cluster index. An example im-
age is shown in Fig. 1b. The clusters indices are
color coded.

• N (x) denotes the set of pixels in the direct neigh-
borhood of x.

The first quality measure, Border Length (BL), mea-
sures the length of the obtained cluster borders in im-
age space. The shorter the borders are, the better the
clustering result is. We compute the measure as shown
in Algorithm 1. The second quality measure, Bor-
der Edges (BE) does not use the border length itself
but the edge response (obtained by an edge detector)
across the borders. The idea of this measure is a good
clustering should separate objects in an image, and at
such borders between object we usually observe the
strongest edge response. Higher values denote a better
clustering quality. The pseudo code is shown in Al-
gorithm 2. The third quality measure, Color Space
Compactness (CSC) operates in color space, and tests
the proximity of all pixels to the corresponding clus-
ter center using the Mahalanobis distance. The matrix
for the Mahalanobis distance is computed by the MNG
algorithm. Please see Algorithm 3 for the detailed de-
scription of the measure.

The three measures, of course, can also be com-
bined into a single measure, e.g. by a weighted sum
of the individual measures.

4 Test Setup

In this section, we will first describe our ground truth
dataset, and then, explain the methods we use for eval-
uation.

4.1 Ground Truth Data

To be able to evaluate and compare skin detection ap-
proaches, we need a ground truth dataset with varying
skin color and background conditions, such that the
ground truth dataset is representative for real applica-
tions.

To obtain the ground truth dataset, we manually la-
beled a large number of images. The ground truth
dataset consists of 15 subsets. For simplicity, we de-
note each of this subsets as “dataset” and write ex-
plicitly “ground truth dataset” if we refer to the whole
ground truth dataset. All datasets consist of images
showing a single person at different postures and under
different background and illumination conditions. The
dataset consists of 483 images. Five datasets contain
a complex background. With complex background
we mean that several objects are visible in the back-
ground, potentially skin colored or highly textured. In
contrast, the other datasets have a simple background.
Simple means that the whole background has a ho-
mogeneous color. Six datasets have bad illumination

Algorithm 2: BorderEdges(C,E)
Input: cluster image C, edge image E
Output: cluster quality measure Q
borderLength = 0
edgeResponse = 0 foreach x ∈ C do

if ∃y ∈ N (x): C(x) 6= C(y) then
borderLength+= 1 edgeResponse += E(x)

Q = edgeResponse
borderLength
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Algorithm 3: BorderEdges(I,C,µi,Σi)
Input: original Image I, cluster image C, cluster

parameters µi,Σi

Output: cluster quality measure Q
sumProb = 0 foreach x ∈ I do

avgDist = 0 foreach clusters i do
avgDist += (x− µi)TΣ−1i (x− µi)

avgDist /= #clusters dist =
(x− µC(x))

TΣ−1i (x− µC(x)) sumProb +=
1− dist

avgDist

Q = sumProb
size(I)

conditions. A detailed overview of the conditions for
all datasets is shown in Table 1, and example pictures
are given in Fig. 9. We expect that the datasets with
a complex background and/or bad illumination condi-
tions are more challenging for the segmentation ap-
proaches. The segmentation quality of these datasets
are of special interest in our work.

4.2 Evaluation Methods

In this paper, we use the following notations:

• False positives are background pixels that are
classified as skin,

• false negatives are skin pixels that are classified
as background, and

Figure 2: Segmentation results as color-coded images.
The left image shows a detection with mixed qual-
ity. Skin is mostly detected (true positive; light green),
but also large regions of non-skin is classified as skin
(false positive; light red); The right image shows a
detection with nearly perfect classified non-skin (true
negative; dark green). Some skin regions are falsely
classified as non-skin (false negative; dark red).

Figure 3: We evaluate the segmentations approaches by
operating characteristic (ROC) curves analysis. ROC
curves visualize the relationship between false posi-
tives and true positives. The closer the curve is to the
y-axis on the left, the better the approach is.

• true positives and true negatives are correctly
classified pixels.

Fig. 2 illustrates the four pixel types by an example.
Please note, that the skin segmentation approaches

compute for all image pixels a probability to be skin
color. In order to be able to compute false positives,
false negatives etc., we have to binarize the probabili-
ties i.e. convert the skin probabilities to binary values.
The threshold used for binarization basically controls
the trade off between the false negatively and false
positively classified pixels. In the following we denote
this threshold simply as skin threshold θ.

For evaluation, we use receiver operating charac-
teristic (ROC) curves. ROC curves visualize the re-
lationship between false positives and true positives.
Different relations between false and true positives are
generated by updating the skin threshold θ. We eval-
uated each approach using 11 different values for θ
from 0.01 up to 0.9. For the approach NeuralGasCol-
orClustering we set the cluster parameter k to a maxi-
mum of eight.

The trivial result for θ = 1 is located in the origin
i.e. no pixels are classified as skin. Of course, no eval-
uation has to be done for this point. The same holds
for θ= 0. In this case, all pixels are classified as skin
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(a) ROC curves for dataset K (b) ROC curves for dataset M (c) ROC curves for dataset N

Figure 4: Comparing the ROC curves for three datasets with different backgrounds (simple background, clut-
tered background and skin colored background) shows that none of the skin detection approaches is superior.
The approach performing best depends on the individual dataset and the false positive and true positive rate as
well.

(found at coordinate (1, 1) in the ROC curves). Obvi-
ously, the results for the 11 runs are located between
this two points. Higher thresholds are closer to the ori-
gin.

5 Results

In this section, we will first discuss the quality of all
three approaches using ROC curve analysis. Then we
will further investigate the NeuralGasColorClustering
approach proposed in this paper. Particularly, we are
interested in the number of clusters the approach di-
vides each image into. We want to compare the be-
havior of the three cluster quality measures and a po-
tential over- or underestimation of the best number of
clusters. We can utilize this in the future to adapt the
minimum and maximum allowed number of clusters.
Finally, we measure the computation time for all ap-
proaches which is of high interest for real-time appli-
cations.

5.1 Segmentation Quality

In Fig. 3, we observe that the HybridClustering ap-
proach performs best on average because the ratio be-
tween the true positives and false positives is higher
compared to the other approaches except for the low-
est three values for θ. But in real applications we do
not want such a high false positive rate. Surprisingly,

RehgJones is superior compared to NeuralGasColor-
Clustering.

Comparing the ROC curves of NeuralGasColor-
Clustering using the three different methods (BL, BE
and CSC) to determine the “best” number of clusters,
we observed that CSC yields the best ratio between
true positives and false positives. We have also
tested a linear combination of all three cluster quality
measures, but we observed no increase in quality.

So far, we have discussed the overall quality of the
skin segmentation approaches using the whole ground
truth dataset. Next, we want to analyze the segmenta-
tion quality for the individual datasets. This is impor-
tant because we have datasets with different illumina-
tion conditions and background.

First, we observed that the best skin detection ap-
proach varies from dataset to dataset as one can see in
Fig. 4. Thus, none of the skin detection approaches
is superior. For example, in Fig. 4a, NeuralGasCol-
orClustering performs better for a lower false posi-
tive and true positive rate, while for higher false posi-
tive and true positive rates, HybridClustering performs
better. In Fig. 4b, HybridClustering is superior, and in
Fig. 4c there is no clear winner at all.

Second, we have observed a high variation between
the ROC curves of the individual datasets. For the dis-
cussion of the results of the individual datasets, we
have decided to pick three representative sets (homo-
geneous background, textured background and skin
colored background) because we would get no signif-
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(a) RehgJones (b) HybridClustering

Figure 5: We have chosen three individual datasets to analyze the influence of different illumination and back-
ground conditions to the segmentation quality. The ROC curves show that the variation from the overall ROC
curve in Fig. 3 is moderate except SetN , which contains a large skin colored background region.

(a) Border Length (b) Border Edges (c) Color Space Compactness

Figure 6: We have chosen three individual datasets to analyze the influence of different illumination and back-
ground conditions to the segmentation quality. We observed a high variance between the individual datasets.
Even for multiple runs of the same dataset with the identical input parameters, we observe a high variance, in
particular for SetN , which is visualized with additional error bars.
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(a) Original image (b) Result for θ = 0.30 (c) Result for θ = 0.50

Figure 7: HybridClustering yields better quality for SetN than the other approaches. But this is limited to
higher values of the skin classification threshold θ (defined in Sec. 4.2). In (b), most of the skin regions are
not classified correctly, instead the background is identified as skin. The other both approaches achieve results
similar to (b). Image (c) shows a significantly better quality for this example achieved using HybridClustering.

icant additional information if discussing each of the
15 datasets separately. Additionally, plotting all 15
datasets would result in extremely unclear figures.

For RehgJones, we observed a moderate vari-
ance between individual datasets (Fig. 5a) Generally,
datasets with homogeneous background have a better
ration between true positives and false positives, and
complex background (for example datasets I, N and
O) yield a worse ratio.

HybridClustering has the lowest variance between
individual datasets (Fig. 5b). The big exception is
SetN , which we will discuss in detail below. In sum-
mary, the approach has a high detection rate for all
datasets. Not surprisingly, the best results are achieved
with simple background and normal illumination (for
example SetK).

For NeuralGasColorClustering, we observed the
highest variance (Fig. 6). The segmentation result
of NeuralGasColorClustering strongly depends on the
matrix neural gas clustering. MNG randomly initial-
izes the prototype positions. Despite the better conver-
gence behavior of MNG, the prototype position still
vary from run to run and lead to slightly different fi-
nal clusters and consequently different segmentation
results. Small variation in the segmentation result can
lead the individual image regions to be classified dif-
ferently (i.e. as skin at one run, and as background at
the next run) if their average color value is close to the
skin threshold θ. We could expect the same behavior in
the HybridClustering approach, but think that the spa-
cial smoothing alleviates this “alternating” effect. We
have actually observed a strong variation of the seg-
mentation results. Because performing multiple runs

for all approaches, for all datasets, and all values for
θ is by far too time consuming, we have decided to
pick SetM to visualize the amount of variation. We
performed four runs with identical input values.

It is no big surprise that datasets with complex back-
grounds have the highest variance. In these datasets,
different prototype positions lead more likely to dif-
ferent clusters because the complex background has
more chances for different partitionings. NeuralGas-
ColorClustering provides good results for the datasets
with mainly simple background and good illumination
conditions except SetN .
SetN yields by far the worst segmentation quality.

The main reason is the red skin color-like door in the
background, which is classified as skin by all three ap-
proaches. Additionally, the hand is overexposed due to
the bad illumination conditions, and thus, several hand
pixels are white, which is also hard to be distinguished
from the white shirt. For this dataset, HybridCluster-
ing achieved better results than the other methods (Fig.
7).

5.2 Optimal Number of Clusters for Neural-
GasColorClustering

We have also recorded the number of clusters actually
chosen by the three cluster quality measures because
they are crucial for the overall segmentation quality.
Figure 8 shows the number of clusters computed by
the individual measures for all images in our ground
truth dataset.

Border Length considers only the border length and
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Figure 8: For NeuralGasColorClustering, we used three different methods (Border Length (BL), Border Edges
(BE) and Color Space Compactness (CSC)) to determine the optimal number of clusters. The plot shows for
the three methods and all images in the ground truth dataset the number of clusters chosen. Interestingly, CSC
always decides a much higher number of clusters to be best in contrast to BL and BE.

selects the lowest number of clusters compared to the
other measures. CSC always yields the highest num-
ber of clusters with values most often between 6 and
8. Interestingly, NeuralGasColorClustering with CSC
always has a better segmentation quality than Neural-
GasColorClustering with BL or BE. Thus, we suppose
that on average higher number of clusters perform bet-
ter for application to skin detection.

The three quality measures can be easily combined
by using the weighted sum of the three measures. De-
termining the best weights, of course, is not trivial. We
have tested a combination with equal weights, but we
observed no increase in quality. We also do not expect
to get a significant improvement using other weights,
because Color Space Compactness is superior com-
pared to the other two weights.

5.3 Computation Time

For each approach we measured and averaged the
computation time of three runs. The results are shown
in Table 2. The clustering-based approaches have
a significantly higher computation time because the
clustering itself is very expensive. We observed the
highest computation time for NeuralGasColorCluster-
ing. The main reason is that for a selected value n of
the parameter k (see Section 3) the approach has to
perform the image clustering n times. Table 2 shows

that the influence of the cluster quality measure on
the computation time of NeuralGasColorClustering is
less than 2%.

In contrast, the hierarchical clustering approach in
HybridClustering allows the approach to early prune
large parts of the image pixels, which keeps the com-
putation time low.

Clearly, RehgJones has the lowest computation time
because only a histogram lookup has to be done for
segmentation. But, of course, it is not fair to compare
RehgJones with the other approaches because, in con-
trast to the other approaches, the skin color distribution
of RehgJones is not able to adapt to varying conditions.

6 Conclusion

We compared the quality of three skin segmentation
approaches, RehgJones, HybridClustering, and Neu-
ralGasColorClustering, by way of ROC curves. Ad-
ditionally, we measured the computation time to eval-
uate their usefulness for real applications.

We observed that all three approaches provide a
good quality for datasets with simple background and
a lower quality for datasets with a complex back-
ground. The NeuralGasColorClustering also has
some difficulties with complex backgrounds. Re-
hgJones and HybridClustering provide the highest true
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Approach Time (ms) Std. dev. (ms)
RehgJones 1.23 0.06
HybridClustering 508.79 442.39
NeuralGasColorClusteringBL 45 013.95 2 458.10
NeuralGasColorClusteringBE 45 886.43 2 635.47
NeuralGasColorClusteringCSC 45 460.82 2 961.72

Table 2: Computation time for each segmentation approach, averaged over 3 runs.

positive rate but also a high false positive rate. On av-
erage, HybridClustering performed best and Neural-
GasColorClustering worst.

On NeuralGasColorClustering we observed a lower
true positive and false positive rate. For the Neural-
GasColorClustering approach, Color Space Compact-
ness, which determines the number of clusters, has
turned out to be superior.

In the future, we plan to investigate whether the low
false positive rate of NeuralGasColorClustering could
be advantageous for motion tracking despite of its low
true positive rate. Additionally, we want to further
investigate whether a higher number of clusters yield
better segmentation results. For this purpose, we need
to perform more tests with more complex images and
higher number of clusters.
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